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Changing climate conditions, effects 

Range Population in range Expected frequency outside range 
μ ± 1σ 68.2689492137% 31.7310507863%
μ ± 2σ 95.4499736104% 4.5500263896%
μ ± 3σ 99.7300203937% 0.2699796063%
μ ± 4σ 99.9936657516% 0.0063342484%
μ ± 5σ 99.9999426697% 0.0000573303%
μ ± 6σ 99.9999998027% 0.0000001973%

South 
Carolina, 
October 

2015: 1:1000 
year events

Sources: NASA 2012, Fischer 2016
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Flooding, Australia
2010 – 2011 flood in
Queensland, Australia resulted
in damage to mines and
transportation infrastructure
amounting to a cost of over
US$2B to the local coal industry.

Community Conflict, Chile
In February 2015, during a
prolonged drought local residents
blocked access to Antofagasta’s Los
Pelambres mine site, demanding a
desalination plant was built
immediately to prevent the mine
from using water from the Choapa
River.

Power outages, Ghana

In 2006 Newmont’s Ahafo gold 
mine in Ghana was prompted to 
cut its monthly production by 35 
per cent due to intermittent 
hydroelectric power supplies as a 
result of drought conditions.

Case examples – climate impacts on mining operations

Climate Risks
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Financial and Credit

Market  conditions

Project costs

Asset depreciation

Efficiency and performance

Outputs

Loss contingencies

Country risk

Operational

Strategic and developmental

Environmental and Social

Legal

Reputational

• Underlying cash flow values may be significantly altered; 
revenues and costs

• Equity: changes in valuation

• Supply and demand, futures prices

• Depreciation: financial models may overestimate useful lives 
of physical assets

• Change in insurance costs and availability

• Business interruption

www.ifc.org/climaterisks
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TCFD, background
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TCFD, Focus on financial impact
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Rating agencies
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Investors
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Investor Networks
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Regulation
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Climate Resilience Rating Systems and Standards

• World Bank Group, developing Climate Resilience Rating system: metrics that 
will separately rate climate resilience of a project or investment, and climate 
resilience through a project or investment. 

• Climate resilience of a project to assess the confidence in climate resilience 
(avoidance of financial and E&S underperformance due to climate change 
effects experienced over relevant time spans).  

• Accompanying documents will provide guidance notes on addressing climate 
risks and designing and operating resilient assets by sector.

• International Organization for Standardization(ISO): ISO/DIS 14090 -
Adaptation to climate change — Principles, requirements and guidelines

Vladimir Stenek

vstenek@ifc.org

Thank you!

www.ifc.org/climaterisks


